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Additional 2006 Congressional Race Advertising
2006 POLITICAL ADS: MONTANA SENATE
Montana Democratic Party: "Influence"
Published Tuesday, Jan. 31, 2006

Producer: Squier Knapp Dunn
Running Time: 0:30
Debut Date: Jan. 28, 2006
Ad Buy: statewide in Montana
Cost: Not available

Summary: "Burns is delivering all right: but not for Montana," the ad tells viewers.

• More About This Ad
• More Ads From This Race

Script of "Influence" (TV)

CONRAD BURNS [from ad]: I don't know who Abramoff influenced, but he never influenced me...

(Text on screen: Senator Conrad Burns)

ANNOUNCER [v/o]: But after receiving $5,000 from indicted lobbyist Jack Abramoff's associate, Sen. Burns changed his vote, helping Abramoff.

(Text on screen: FEC reports; Roll Call, 3/1/05 "Burns changed vote on bill about the Marianas islands" [Missoulian 1/21/06])

Burns says: "Set the record straight." Montana's newspapers do just that: "Burns changed position after donation."

(Text on screen: [ Billing Gazette, 12/3/05])

"Burns helped Abramoff tribes get money."

(Text on screen: [ Billings Gazette, 11/24/05])
Burns is delivering all right: but not for Montana.

The Montana Democratic Party is responsible for the content of this ad.

( Text on screen: Paid For By The Montana Democratic Party; www.MontanaDemocrats.org; And Not Authorized By Any Candidate Or Candidate's Committee )

[ Ad Spotlight Main Page ]
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Conrad Burns For Senate: "Long Time"

Published Tuesday, Jan. 24, 2006

Producer: McCarthy Marcus Hennings

Running Time: 0:60

Debut Date: Jan. 24, 2006

Ad Buy: statewide in Montana

Cost: Not available

Summary: Burns' debut ad denies any connection to Jack Abramoff and decries "partisan Democratic ads."

- More About This Ad
- More Ads From This Race

Script of "Long Time" (TV)

CONRAD BURNS: Folks here in Montana have known Phyllis and me for a long time...

(Text on screen: Senator Conrad Burns)

They also know the work that we've done for our home state.

Now, I'm not going to stand here and let the Democratic Party of Montana play politics with my reputation.

Those partisan Democratic ads are just that -- politics.

The worst kind of politics.

Montanans deserve better.

Now I've worked in and around stockyards all my life.
Those attack ads -- they're just a big bunch of you know what.

Plus, they are paid for by the same Democrats who took money from Jack Abramoff’s clients.

He's the guy that ripped off his Indian clients for millions and lied to anybody and everybody.

I don't know who Abramoff influenced, but he never influenced me.

Montana is my life, and I'm proud of what I've done here.

So I am going to keep on doing the right thing: delivering on jobs, health care, agriculture, veterans and more.

That's why you elected me, and political attack ads won't stop that.

I'm Conrad Burns, and I approved this message to set the record straight.

(Text on screen: www.ConradBurns.com; Approved By Conrad Burns & Paid For By Friends Of Conrad Burns 2006)
Script of "Bells & Whistles" (Radio)

ANNOUNCER: Some radio ads try to grab you with sound effects. Others use flashy music. But sometimes all it takes to get your attention is a single, amazing fact. Like this:

In the U.S. Senate, Lincoln Chafee votes against the Republican Party more often than any other Republican.

That's right. Chafee votes with liberal Democrats John Kerry and Hillary Clinton over 60 percent of the time.

No wonder Chafee publicly proclaimed he didn't even vote to re-elect President Bush.

Chafee voted for higher income taxes and pushed $48 billion in higher government spending.

Then, Chafee voted to spend $233 million on that bridge to nowhere boondoggle up in Alaska.
Chafee voted to keep the death tax, maintain a high marriage-tax penalty and boost the capital gains tax.

That's amazingly liberal. That's Lincoln Chafee.

Call Sen. Chafee. Tell him Rhode Island can't afford high taxes.

Paid for by the Club for Growth. On the Web at clubforgrowth.org.
2006 POLITICAL ADS: RHODE ISLAND SENATE
Club For Growth: "Impossible"
Published Wednesday, Feb. 1, 2006

Producer: Warfield & Company

Running Time: 0:30

Debut Date: Jan. 28, 2006

Ad Buy: statewide in Rhode Island

Cost: Not available

Summary: "Tell Steve Laffey to keep fighting for taxpayers," an announcer tells viewers.

• More About This Ad
• More Ads From This Race

Script of "Impossible" (TV)

ANNOUNCER [v/o]: When the city of Cranston faced bankruptcy, some might have thought change was impossible.

Steve Laffey knew better.

Leaving a successful business career to become mayor, Laffey demanded a thorough audit, cut costs, took on the special interests and brought the city back.

Some may think fixing the federal budget is impossible, too.

But Steve Laffey knows it is possible to cut pork-barrel spending, keep taxes down and simplify the tax code.

Tell Steve Laffey to keep fighting for taxpayers.

(Text on screen: 401-780-3110; www.ClubForGrowth.org; Paid For By The Club For Growth)
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2006 POLITICAL ADS: RHODE ISLAND SENATE
Matt Brown For Senate: "Oil"
Published Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2006

Producer: MacWilliams Robinson & Partners

Running Time: 0:30

Debut Date: Jan. 24, 2006

Ad Buy: Not available

Cost: Not available

Summary: Brown pledges that, if elected, he'll "do what's right for Rhode Islanders no matter what the special interests say."

• More About This Ad
• More Ads From This Race

Script of "Oil" (TV)

MATT BROWN: It is costing us a fortune to heat our homes and drive to work.

(Text on screen: Paid For By Matt Brown For U.S. Senate)

We pay record prices while the big oil companies make record profits.

Then Congress gave the big oil companies $6 billion in tax breaks and giveaways.

That's wrong. Congress needs to take that money back and use it to help people pay to heat their homes.

I'm Matt Brown. As your senator, I'll do what's right for Rhode Islanders no matter what the special interests say, and I approve this message.

(Text on screen: Matt Brown for U.S. Senate)
Need A Reprint?
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Matt Brown For Senate: "34,000 Lobbyists"

Published Friday, Jan. 13, 2006

Producer: MacWilliams Robinson & Partners

Running Time: 0:30

Debut Date: Jan. 13, 2006

Ad Buy: statewide on broadcast and cable

Cost: Not available

Summary: "As your senator, I'll stand up to the Washington lobbyists, and do what's right for Rhode Islanders," Brown tells viewers.

Script of "34,000 Lobbyists" (TV)

MATT BROWN: Do you ever wonder why we're working harder to pay our bills, while the big oil and drug companies get away with record profits?

Here's the problem:

There are over 34,000 lobbyists in Washington making sure the special interests get theirs -- and we get the bill.

I'm Matt Brown. As your secretary of state, I fought the big drug companies to make prescription drugs more affordable for senior citizens.

As your senator, I'll stand up to the Washington lobbyists, and do what's right for Rhode Islanders.

I approve this message.
Need A Reprint?
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2006 POLITICAL ADS: RHODE ISLAND SENATE
Matt Brown For Senate: "Reason"
Published Monday, Jan. 9, 2006

Producer: MacWilliams Robinson & Partners

Running Time: 0:30

Debut Date: Jan. 5, 2006

Ad Buy: statewide on broadcast and cable

Cost: Not available

Summary: The candidate tells viewers that if elected, "I'll do what's right for Rhode Islanders, so that all our sons and daughters have a better future."

- More About This Ad
- More Ads From This Race

Script of "Reason" (TV)

MATT BROWN: Last year, Kathy Turcotte's son left for Iraq.

Donna Varin worked two jobs so she could afford to heat her home.

And the cost of Mollie Romano's health care went up again.

They're the reasons I'm running for Senate and there's one more, our daughter, Ella.

(Text on screen: Marisa, Ella and Matt Brown)

I'm Matt Brown. As your senator, I'll do what's right for Rhode Islanders, so that all our sons and daughters have a better future.

To learn more, go to Matt Brown.org. I approve this message.

(Text on screen: www.mattbrown.org; Paid For By Matt Brown For U.S. Senate)
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Script of "Don't Outsource Our Ports" (TV)

(Text on screen: Congressman Harold Ford Jr.)

HAROLD FORD JR.: America's ports. Thousands of containers and cargo off-loaded every day.

I'm Harold Ford Jr.

President Bush wants to sell this port and five others to the United Arab Emirates -- a country that had diplomatic ties with the Taliban; the home of two 9/11 hijackers, whose banks wired money to the terrorists.

I'm running for the Senate because we shouldn't outsource our national security to anyone.

I'll fight to protect America and keep your families safe, and that's why I approved this message.
Need A Reprint?
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2006 POLITICAL ADS: VERMONT SENATE
Richard Tarrant For Senate: "St. Mike"
Published Tuesday, Feb. 21, 2006

Producer: Strategic Perceptions

Running Time: 0:30

Debut Date: Feb. 17, 2006

Ad Buy: statewide

Cost: Not available

Summary: This third ad features Bruce Stryhas -- one of Tarrant's old teammates from the St. Mike's basketball team.

• More About This Ad
• More Ads From This Race

Script of "St. Mike" (TV)

BRUCE STRYHAS: St. Mike's. This is where Rich, and all of us, learned how to face a big challenge and find a solution.

(Text on screen: In Our Last Episode... Rich Tarrant Wins A Basketball Scholarship To St. Mike's; Bruce Stryhas, St. Mike's teammate, Ludlow, Vermont)

Remember, Rich didn't even start in high school, but he became a two time All-American.

And led our team from little ol' St. Mike's to the College Final Four.


I bet that's why he caught the eye of a coach named Red.

RICH TARRANT [v/o]: I'm Rich Tarrant, and I approved this message.
Need A Reprint?
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2006 POLITICAL ADS: VERMONT SENATE
Richard Tarrant For Senate: "Best"
Published Friday, Jan. 27, 2006

Producer: Strategic Perceptions

Running Time: 0:30

Debut Date: Jan. 27, 2006

Ad Buy: statewide

Cost: Not available

Summary: This debut ad tells viewers that Tarrant "will stand head and shoulders above the rest as best for Vermont."

• More About This Ad
• More Ads From This Race

Script of "Best" (TV)

ANNOUNCER [v/o]: Next fall, we'll make a decision that could affect lives for decades. We'll choose Vermont's next U.S. senator.

It seems the race will come down to two men. One we know well. One we'll get to know well.

One is quite the talker. The other, quite the doer.

(Text on screen: www.Tarrant06.com)

Come November, one will stand head and shoulders above the rest as best for Vermont.

RICH TARRANT [v/o]: I'm Rich Tarrant, and I approve this message.

(Text on screen: Stay tuned...; Approved By Rich Tarrant And Paid For By Tarrant For Senate, Inc.; P.O. Box 1306, Burlington, VT 05402)
Need A Reprint?
National Journal Group offers both print and electronic reprint services, as well as permissions for academic use, photocopying and republication. Click here to order, or call us at 877-394-7350.
Script of "Approval" (TV)

TOM SCHNEIDER: When he ran the Kohls stores, everybody knew Herb.

(Text on screen: Paid For By Herb Kohl For Senate)

Every checker, every stocker can tell you their own personal story about their relationship with Herb Kohl.

(Text on screen: Tom Schneider; COA Youth and Family Centers, Milwaukee, WI)

And I think as a senator he hasn't strayed far from that.

GREG NYCZ: He doesn't look for the limelight so people don't always know that he's behind the scenes helping in ways that touch their lives.

(Text on screen: Greg Nycz; Family Health Center; Marshfield, WI)

ANNOUNCER [v/o]: Herb Kohl. Investing in kids with afterschool programs and college scholarships.
Expanding access to health care for small businesses and farmers.

(Battling the drug companies to lower prescription costs for seniors.

Targeting illegal drugs and gun violence to save young lives.

LAUREN MITTERMANN: Sen. Kohl's commitment to children is very genuine.

GEORGE MCKINNEY: He knows how people live. He knows their needs.

DON RADTKE: Instead of just standing back there and jaw-jacking, he comes through for us.

TOM SCHNEIDER: It's about what can he do to leave something behind and make this a better place for everyone who lives in this state.

HERB KOHL: My special interests are the people of Wisconsin. Those are my special interests.

I'm Herb Kohl, and I approve this message.

[ Ad Spotlight Main Page ]

Need A Reprint?
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Script of "Bulk" (TV)

**HERB KOHL**: There is no business that has buying power that doesn't negotiate discount.

*(Text on screen: Sen. Herb Kohl; Paid For By Herb Kohl For Senate)*

That's the whole point.

**ANNOUNCER** [v/o]: In business, Herb Kohl bought in bulk to drive down costs. So when Congress banned Medicare from negotiating lower-priced prescriptions, Kohl said no.

*(Text on screen: Source: HR1, vote #459, 11/25/03)*

Now he's fighting to repeal that backroom deal.

**HERB KOHL**: The pharmaceutical industry gives big amounts of money to politicians. So here they got their payoff.
It is really rotten, and it stinks, and it's something that we must eradicate.

I'm Herb Kohl, and I approved this message.
MD Senate: Lichtman Relishes Underdog Status

By Brendan Spiegel  |  9:57 AM; Mar. 14, 2006

Many Marylanders already know American University Professor Allan Lichtman for his frequent on-air political commentary. But Lichtman hopes his latest television appearance in his new role — as a candidate for the U.S. Senate — will make a far bigger splash.

Lichtman is running in the crowded Sept. 12 Democratic primary for the seat left open by retiring five-term Sen. Paul S. Sarbanes. Lichtman launched a television ad on Friday, making him the first candidate to hit the airwaves in what promises to be an exciting and expensive race.

Lichtman went all out — or all wet — to launch his paid media with a touch of humor.

The ad begins with Lichtman standing on the banks of the C&O Canal not far from his home in the Maryland suburbs of Washington, D.C. "You could send a conventional politician to the Senate and it'll be like throwing a pebble in a pond," says Lichtman, illustrating by hurling a small stone into the canal. "A little bit of a ripple, and nothing will change."

The ad then shows Lichtman jumping into the canal himself, and...
then saying, "Or let's make a big splash and together change Washington."

Lichtman hopes the spot will bring some notice to his upstart bid for the Democratic nomination. Most attention so far has focused on the two seasoned politicians widely regarded as the front-runners for the nomination: 10-term Rep. Benjamin L. Cardin of the 3rd District, who raised an impressive $2.8 million last year, and Kweisi Mfume, who is well known as the former NAACP president and a House member who represented the 7th District from 1987 to 1996.

Also running for the nomination are businessman Joshua Rales, forensic psychiatrist Lise Van Susteren, former Baltimore County Executive Dennis F. Rasmussen and socialist activist A. Robert Kaufman.

Lichtman has been running to Cardin's left, claiming the congressman has not opposed President Bush's agenda strongly enough, particularly on the Iraq war, the controversial domestic surveillance provisions of the Patriot Act and importation of less expensive prescription drugs from foreign countries.

The political scientist, who is making his first bid for public office, is not discouraged by his underdog status. He cited past upset winners in the state, including Democratic Rep. Chris Van Hollen — who outran heavily favored Kennedy family scion Mark K. Shriver in the 2002 8th District primary — and Robert L. Ehrlich Jr., who in 2002 defeated another member of that famous political clan, Kathleen Kennedy Townsend, to give Republicans their first gubernatorial victory since 1966 in a state that leans strongly Democratic.

"You never know who's going to win in Maryland. The front-runner usually does not win," says Lichtman. "I always tell people to get behind the candidate you believe in, not the candidate you think is going to win."

Lichtman, who mortgaged his house last year to help fund his candidacy, says he hasn't hired any political consultants or pollsters and will rely heavily on volunteers. "We're running an efficient, grass-roots campaign," says Lichtman. "We're not wasting money on hucksters or handlers. Everyone here is a worker."

Lichtman also thinks the crowded primary will help his bid, noting personal contact will be vital in a race in which the victor may well win less than a majority of votes. "That's a great advantage for us as a grass-roots campaign," says Lichtman. "We can contact voters directly to win this race."
Lichtman says his campaign has built an e-mail list of 10,000 names and his Web site averages 900 hits a day. He also says he will be announcing "major national endorsements" later this week.

CQ rates the race as Leans Democratic. Please visit CQ's Election Forecaster for ratings on all races.
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March 22, 2006

By Electronic Mail

Mr. Brad C. Deutsch
Assistant General Counsel
Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20463

Re: Comments on Supplemental Notice 2006–5: Coordinated Communications

Dear Mr. Deutsch:

These supplemental comments are submitted jointly by the Campaign Legal Center, Democracy 21, and the Center for Responsive Politics in response to the Commission's Supplemental Notice of Proposed Rulemaking ("SNPRM") 2006–5, published at 71 Fed. Reg. 13306 (March 15, 2006), which re-opens the comment period in the rulemaking on coordinated communications, and seeks comment on new data which the Commission has introduced into the record of this proceeding.

The Campaign Legal Center, Democracy 21 and the Center for Responsive Politics filed joint comments at the initial stage of this proceeding,¹ and a representative of each organization testified at the public hearing held in this matter.


The CMAG data entered into the record by the Commission proves only the obvious: that candidates run more campaign ads close in time to election day than temporally distant from it, and that the number of campaign ads run by candidates increases as election day approaches. This should come as a surprise to no one. We certainly do not dispute the point.²

This data is not, however, dispositive of the central issue before the Commission.


² For instance, at the Commission hearings on this matter, a representative of Democracy 21 testified, “I don’t contest the proposition that more money is spent within 120 days than is spent outside 120 days or that more money is spent...within 60 days than between 60 and 120 days....I think that’s not the issue.” Transcript of Hearing of January 25, 2006 at 71 (Simon testimony).
The key problem with the current regulation is neither that it uses a time-frame test for coordination, nor that it uses the 120-day period as the time frame. As our opening comments state, we support a time frame test as an element of the coordination rules, and in particular, we support the use of a 120-day period.3

Rather, the problem with the current regulation is that, outside the 120 day pre-election window, the only test for coordination is whether an ad contains express advocacy.4 Yet as the D.C. Circuit noted, that test is “functionally meaningless,” Shays v. FEC, 414 F.3d 76, 99 quoting McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 193 (2003). The court said that using the express advocacy test as the standard outside the 120-day window “in effect allow[s] a coordinated communication free-for-all for much of each election cycle.” 414 F.3d at 100.5

Thus, in our view, the question before the Commission is not whether to keep the 120-day rule or replace it with a different time frame, but whether to supplement that standard with some test — but one more robust than the “meaningless” test of express advocacy — that would apply to those non-express advocacy campaign ads that do run outside the 120-day time frame.6

In this light, the task before the Commission is to decide whether, as we believe, a supplemental test is necessary, or whether, as the Shays court put it, the express advocacy and re-publication tests are “adequate by themselves to capture the universe of electorally oriented communication outside the 120-day window.” 414 F.3d at 100 (emphasis added).

Further, the Commission has to address the “most important” question raised by the Shays court: whether “candidates and collaborators” would “simply shift coordinated spending” to outside the 120 pre-election period if the current rule remains unchanged. 414 F.3d at 102.

Only if there has been a showing that non-express advocacy campaign ads that have been run, or will be run, outside the 120 day time frame are insignificant, could the Commission

3 Our comments make clear that we support a time frame test for non-“major purpose” spenders, such as corporations, labor unions and individuals. See Comments of the Campaign Legal Center, et al. on Notice 2005-28 at 33 (“Our proposed rule incorporates the advantages of the time frame test of the 2002 rule for any person other than a federal political committee....”). However, we urge the Commission to modify the time frame test in order to eliminate the “gap” between the primary election and the beginning of the 120-day pre-general election period. See id.

4 Re-publication of campaign material also meets the “content” test outside the window. 11 C.F.R. § 109.21(c)(2). For purposes of this discussion, however, we assume that, as a practical matter, express advocacy is the only test outside the 120-day window.

5 In the Christian Coalition case, Judge Green called the argument that express advocacy should be the content test for the coordination rules to be “untenable,” “fanciful,” “unpersuasive,” “pernicious,” and designed to “frustrate both the anti-corruption and disclosure goals of the Act.” FEC v. Christian Coalition, 52 F. Supp. 2d 45, 87-88 & n.50 (D.D.C. 1999).

6 In our earlier comments, for instance, we suggested that the supplemental test should be whether an ad “refers to the character or the qualifications or fitness for office of a clearly identified candidate for federal office.” See Comments of the Campaign Legal Center, et al. on Notice 2005-28 at 28-31.
justify leaving the current content test in place. Both the data we submitted with our earlier comments, and the CMAG data now submitted by the Commission, demonstrate that this showing simply has not been, and cannot be, made.

In addressing these questions, the Commission should keep in mind that the coordination rules have a particularly important role in the campaign finance laws, because they serve to police the integrity of the statutory limits and source prohibitions on contributions, and thus serve the same compelling interests in deterring corruption and the appearance of corruption as are served by the limits and prohibitions on direct contributions.

Spending by a corporation or labor union within 120 days of an election for a non-express advocacy public communication that clearly identifies a federal candidate and is directed to the electorate of that candidate is prohibited only if the ad is “coordinated” with the candidate — i.e., is the product of coordinated conduct — in which case the spending is treated as an in-kind contribution.7

But because, under the current regulations, express advocacy is the only content test for coordination outside the 120-day period, then spending for the same non-express advocacy ad run more than 120 days before the election would never be considered “coordinated” as a matter of law — no matter how coordinated in fact the conduct might be between the corporate or union spender and the candidate, even to the extent of a candidate drafting the text of an ad that plainly promotes and supports his campaign, which a corporate spender then simply funds.

Thus, as a practical matter, the Commission’s coordination rule authorizes unlimited in-kind contributions to candidates from any source, including corporations and labor unions, in the form of expenditures coordinated in fact with the candidates, so long as the coordinated spending does not involve express advocacy and takes place prior to the 120-day pre-election period.

Although a corporate or union officer could not walk up to a candidate and hand the candidate a check for $100,000 as a contribution, that same corporate or union officer could take an ad script from a candidate that promotes his campaign, and agree to spend $100,000 in soft money to run the ad where and when the candidate directs him to, so long as the spending takes place outside the 120-day period.

Given that the coordination rules thus go to the heart of the campaign finance laws, the question for the Commission is whether a regulation which, in the view of the court, allows a

---

7 The same spending is not prohibited if it is done independently of a candidate, because the ban on corporate and union independent expenditures in 2 U.S.C. § 441b applies only to express advocacy communications. See FEC v. Massachusetts Citizens for Life, 479 U.S. 238 (1986); 11 C.F.R. § 114.2(a). Thus, for instance, a corporation on the day before the election can pay for a newspaper ad that promotes a federal candidate but does not expressly advocate his election, so long as the ad is developed and run independently of the candidate. But the Commission has never construed section 441b to apply an express advocacy test for coordinated communications, and the courts have rejected that idea. See n 5, supra. (Note, however, that a non-express advocacy broadcast ad aired within 60 days of an election, even if independent of a candidate, would be subject to the Title II provisions governing an “electioneering communication.”)
“coordinated communication free-for-all for much of each election cycle,” and which authorizes unlimited in-kind soft money contributions to federal candidates in the period more than 120 days before an election, poses a serious threat to the integrity of the statute so as to require modification of the rule by providing some standard, other than a “functionally meaningless” one, for coordination outside the 120-day period.

II. A Substantial Number of Ads Air Outside the 120-day Period.

The potential danger to the statute described above is not merely a theoretical matter. Campaign ads are in fact aired outside the 120-day period covered by the existing rule.

It is unquestionably true that most campaign ads are run within 120 days of an election. But the Court of Appeals in Shays ordered the Commission to consider whether substantial election-related communication occurs outside the 120-day window. 414 F.3d at 102. Just because most ads are run within 120 days of an election does not mean that the ads running outside of the 120-day period are insubstantial, either in the number of such ads or in dollar value. Indeed, the material we submitted for the record with our earlier comments, additional data we submit with these supplementary comments (detailed below), and the new data proffered by the Commission that prompted this SNPRM, all demonstrate that a substantial number of campaign ads are in fact run outside the 120-day window.

Nowhere is this problem more obvious, or more egregious in its impact, than for ads that fall in the “gap” period between the primary election and the beginning of the 120-day pre-general election period. For states with early primary election dates, the “gap” extends from February or March, until July, of the election year. To say that ads run by a corporate or union spender that refer to a candidate, and that support or promote the re-election of that candidate (or attack his opponent), may be fully and explicitly coordinated with and controlled by that candidate because they do not contain express advocacy is an invitation to abuse. No less problematic is the converse case — where a late primary is not held until the early fall, so there is no “gap” period, but the 120-day pre-primary period does not begin until May. In those states, a corporate or union spender could fully coordinate with a candidate on non-express advocacy ads that promote his campaign, and run those ads for the first four months of the election year. If nothing else, the Commission must address these aggravated consequences in the election year itself of its current, flawed rule.

In our earlier submission, we included more than 170 ads by candidates, parties and outside groups that have actually been aired in recent campaigns in the pre-120 day period. Attached to these comments, as an addendum to APPENDIX VI of our January comments, we include the scripts of a thirteen more television and radio ads intended to influence — but running more than 120 days before — the 2006 congressional primary elections.

Even if the number of ads outside the 120-day window is small as a percentage of the overall number of candidate ads in an election cycle, those ads can have significance in a given race, and more importantly, can represent a significant amount of money that is being spent by a corporation, union or wealthy individual to pay for such ads.
For instance, as we discussed in our January comments, a section 501(c)(6) corporation made a $500,000 ad buy in Pennsylvania last November — 178 days before the primary election — to run ads that clearly promoted Senator Rick Santorum (R-PA), who is in a closely contested and important 2006 Senate race. Under the Commission’s 120-day rule, these ads could have been fully coordinated with the Santorum campaign. That would have amounted to a de facto $500,000 in-kind corporate contribution to the Santorum campaign that would be lawful under the Commission’s current coordination regulation.

So too, as we discuss below, the CMAG data submitted by the Commission shows that substantial campaign advertising does take place outside the 120-day window, and that candidates spend significant sums on such ads.

III. The CMAG Data on Ads Airing Prior to the 2004 Presidential Primaries/Caucuses in Battleground States.

According to the Commission’s new data, 8.44% of all ads run prior to the 2004 presidential primaries/caucuses in media markets contained within a single battleground state were aired more than 120 days before the primaries/caucuses. See Graph P7. This amounts to more than 3,800 ads which, according to the Commission’s data on graph P8, were valued at more than $802,544 (4.89% of $16,411,945).

On its own terms, this is a substantial amount of spending outside the 120-day window. But the CMAG data presented by the Commission almost surely understates the spending. By presenting data only for media markets contained fully within a single battleground state, the Commission’s data underestimates the number and value of ads that have been run in battleground states. For example, although the Commission identifies Pennsylvania as a

———

8 The text of the ad reads:

ANNOUNCER [w/o]: Most Saturdays they get together in the park, 8 a.m. sharp.

Pennsylvania families relax a little more these days because Rick Santorum is getting things done everyday.

Over $300 billion in tax relief, eliminating the marriage penalty, increasing the per child tax credit – all done.

And now Rick Santorum is fighting to eliminate unfair taxes on family businesses.

Call and say thanks because Rick Santorum is the one getting it done.

(Text on screen: Senator Rick Santorum; (717)231-7540; Paid for by Americans for Job Security

A copy of the ad script from the National Journal is attached as an exhibit in App. VI-14 to our opening comments.
battleground state, graphs P7 and P8 do not contain ad data from the Philadelphia media market, Pennsylvania’s largest media market and the fourth largest media market in the nation, nor from the Pittsburgh media market, the state’s second-largest media market. Neither media market meets the criterion of being contained with a single battleground state. Thus, whatever ads were run in those two major markets are not captured by the CMAG data. Similarly, graphs P7 and P8 do not contain ad data from the battleground state of Colorado’s largest media market, Denver; nor from the battleground state of Nevada’s second-largest media market, Reno; nor from the battleground state of Ohio’s third-largest media market, Cincinnati; nor from the battleground state of Wisconsin’s second-largest media market, Green Bay; nor from the battleground state of Washington’s second-largest media market, Spokane.

In short, major party candidates in the 2004 presidential primary elections/caucuses spent hundreds of thousands of dollars running thousands of ads more than 120 days prior to the primary elections or caucuses. Under the Commission’s existing coordination regulations, such ads could lawfully have been coordinated with, and paid for by, corporations, labor unions and other special interest organizations — thus undermining the statutory limits on the amounts and sources of in-kind contributions. We submit that such coordinated activity should be considered substantial, particularly in light of the threat posed by the 120-day rule to undermine provisions of law at the heart of the statute.

IV. The CMAG Data on Ads Airing Prior to the 2004 Presidential General Election in Battleground States.

The Commission’s Graphs P9 and P10 display data regarding ads aired prior to the 2004 presidential general election in battleground states. The data make clear that 30.67% of 2004 presidential general election ads ran more than 120 days before the general election. This amounts to more than 62,700 ads, which, according to the Commission’s data on Graph P10, were valued at more than $45,868,132 (26.62% of $172,307,036).

Although Graphs P9 and P10 do not note the dates of the Democratic and Republican national conventions, the graphs do not display the data in time frames relative to the convention dates. (Nor has the Commission produced separate graphs using the convention start date as “day zero.”) Consequently, it is impossible to determine from the graphs how much advertising occurred more than 120 days prior to the conventions. Nevertheless, it is possible to estimate, based on these graphs, that between five and ten percent of the ads represented on the graphs aired more than 120 days before the conventions. Furthermore, given that both parties’ nomination contests had been decided at the time when these ads ran, and the presumptive

---


10 Id.
nominees were known, it is clear that the ads were intended to influence the general election, not the party conventions.\textsuperscript{11}

Also, for the reasons stated in the preceding section, the Commission’s data underestimates, perhaps substantially, the actual number and value of ads by presenting data only for media markets contained fully within a single battleground state, and thus eliminating several major media markets.

In short, major party candidates in the 2004 presidential general election spent more than $45 million running approximately 62,700 of ads more than 120 days prior to the general election. Such advertising is plainly not insubstantial and, if coordinated with corporations, labor unions and other special interests, would undeniably undermine statutory limits on the amounts and sources of in-kind contributions.

V. The CMAG Data on Ads Airing Prior to the 2004 Congressional Primaries/Caucuses.

The Commission’s data sets for ads aired prior to the 2004 congressional primaries/caucuses are incomplete.

The Commission’s data set on Senate primaries contains no ads by 2004 Senate candidates aired in 2003, yet such ads were in fact aired.\textsuperscript{12} Colorado Senate candidate Mike Miles, for example, began airing television ads in October 2003\textsuperscript{13} — more than ten months prior to Colorado’s August 10, 2004 primary — yet the earliest Miles ad date in the Commission’s data set is August 5, 2004.

Similarly, Illinois Senate candidate Blair Hull began airing television ads in June 2003\textsuperscript{14} — more than eight months before the state’s March 13, 2004 primary — yet the earliest Hull ad date in the Commission’s data set is January 9, 2004. Illinois Senate candidate Gerry Chico began airing television ads in October 2003,\textsuperscript{15} yet the earliest Chico ad date in the Commission’s data set is January 19, 2004.

\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{11}] According to the notes on graphs P9 and P10, the CMAG data controls for the primary date, and only advertisements run after the primary election in a given state are represented on the graphs. See “Presidential Graphs – Notes” at 2 (General Election Graphs).
\item[\textsuperscript{12}] The Commission’s Senate data set contains information on a small number of 2002 ads related to 2002 general elections and a December 7, 2002 runoff election for a Louisiana Senate seat, but contains no 2003 ads for 2004 Senate election campaigns. It appears as though CMAG did not begin collecting ads for the 2004 Senate elections until January 2004.
\end{itemize}
Likewise, the Commission’s data set on House primaries contains no ads by 2004 House candidates aired in 2003, yet such ads were in fact aired.\textsuperscript{16} For example, North Carolina House District 5 candidate Jim Snyder began airing ads in August 2003\textsuperscript{17} — eleven months prior to North Carolina’s July 20, 2004 primary — yet the Commission’s data set includes no ads by Snyder, who dropped out of the race in November 2003. North Carolina House District 5 candidate Jay Helvey began airing ads in December 2003,\textsuperscript{18} yet the earliest Helvey ad in the Commission’s data set is January 1, 2004.

Due to the omission of important congressional candidate advertising data from the Commission’s data sets, the Commission can validly draw no conclusions from its data regarding the substantiability of congressional candidate advertising more than 120 days before primary elections.

VI. The CMAG Data Has Significant Limitations and Does Not Address the “Most Important” Question Raised by the Court.

Even to the extent that the CMAG data purports to show that most candidate ads are run within 120 days of an election, the data has significant limitations for purposes of showing that ads run outside that time period are insubstantial. Because of these limitations, the data is likely to materially understate the number of ads run outside the 120-day period and the amount of money spent on such ads. For this reason, we do not believe that the Commission can properly rely on the CMAG data to draw the conclusion that only an insubstantial number of campaign ads are run outside the 120-day period.

Some of these limitations are noted above — e.g., the exclusion in key states of major media markets that are not wholly contained within a state, and the apparent failure to include 2003 data in the congressional primary election data sets. But there are other important limitations as well.

A. CMAG Data Sets Contain Only Television Ads.

The CMAG data addresses only TV ads, and there is no evidence in the record to draw conclusions about how many campaign ads are run outside the 120-day window by means of other types of “public communications” — such as radio ads, newspaper ads, direct mail, or phone banks, all of which are subject to the coordination rules. There is no basis in the CMAG data, or otherwise in the record, for the Commission to conclude that there is only an insignificant amount of campaign activity in these other media outside the 120-day period.

\textsuperscript{16} The Commission’s House data set contains a small number of ads related to a December 7, 2002 runoff election in Louisiana’s House District 5 and a January 2003 special election in Hawaii’s House District 2, but contains no 2003 ads for 2004 House election campaigns. It appears as though CMAG did not begin collecting ads for the 2004 House elections until January 2004.


B. CMAG Data Sets Contain Only Candidate Ads, Not Ads Run By Parties and Outside Groups.

The CMAG data includes only ads run by candidates themselves. Although ads run by candidates have high probative value because they are unquestionably campaign ads even in the absence of express advocacy, candidate ads alone do not come close to capturing the relevant universe of campaign ads for purposes of analyzing the coordination rules. Obviously, ads run by political parties are highly relevant as well and, as our earlier submission shows, ads by the political parties extolling their candidates are indeed run outside the 120-day window.19

Similarly, the CMAG data fails to include any ads run by outside groups. Again, our submission shows that such groups, typically non-profit corporations, do run ads outside the 120-day period, as the Santorum ad run by Americans for Job Security, discussed above, illustrates. We have submitted numerous other ads run by outside groups in this period.20

Indeed, campaign ads by the parties or by outside groups might play a more significant role than candidate ads in the very early stages of a campaign. Candidates may tend to save their money for advertising close to the election, but parties and outside groups may be willing to spend early money as a way to help their candidates. Reliance on such early ads might very well increase significantly if spending by the outside groups could be overtly coordinated with a candidate, as would be permitted under the current regulation. But the CMAG data does not address the extent of ads run by parties or outside groups. Accordingly, there is no basis in the CMAG data, or otherwise in the record, for the Commission to conclude that there is only an insignificant number of campaign ads run by political parties or outside groups, prior to the 120-day period.

C. CMAG Data Does Not Reflect Diversity Among Campaigns.

The CMAG data, in gross, does not control for different kinds of campaigns. Even if it were true that candidates (or parties, or outside groups) do not engage in substantial early advertising in most races, they may do so in certain particular races, i.e., highly-competitive contests, such as a Senate race that has national dimensions.21 Early advertising may have a

19 In the best known example of this, the Democratic National Committee spent millions of dollars running ads in the summer of 1995 promoting the re-election of President Clinton, well before the 1996 primary season, as an explicit part of the Clinton campaign re-election strategy. See Comments of the Campaign Legal Center, et al. on Notice 2005–28 at 19. See also, e.g., id. at App. V–92 (South Dakota Republican Party ad targeting Senator Daschle); id. at 27 and App. VI–24 (NRSC ad targeting Senator Byrd); id. at 27 and App. VI–4 (Montana Democratic Party ad targeting Senator Burns).

20 See, e.g., Comments of the Campaign Legal Center, et al. on Notice 2005–28 at 20 and App. I–23 (NARAL ads targeting Bush and Dole); id. at 20 and App. I–19 (Republican Leadership Council ads targeting Gore); id. at 22 and App. III–49 (Reform Voter Project ads targeting Bush); id. at 26 and App. V–10 (U.S. Chamber of Commerce ads supporting Senator Murkowski).

21 Senator Tom Daschle’s unsuccessful re-election campaign in 2004, for instance, was a highly visible and nationally noted race. Daschle began advertising as early as July, 2003, see App. V-90, 94, 96, 98, 102, approximately 11 months before the June 1, 2004 primary election. The South Dakota
heightened importance in such races, and may particularly attract money from parties or outside groups, not reflected in the CMAG data. The data we submitted in our earlier comments suggests that early advertising is often clustered in specific hotly-contested races — rather than distributed evenly throughout all contests. For example, at least six candidates vying for an Illinois Senate seat in 2004 began advertising more than 120 days prior to the state’s 2004 primary election.\(^22\) Even if such highly-competitive contests constitute a comparatively small percentage of the total number of races each cycle, the role of early advertising in that small percentage of races may be very important and, consequently, should be considered substantial. There is no basis in the CMAG data, or otherwise in the record, for the Commission to conclude that such campaign ads, clustered in highly-competitive races, are rendered insignificant or insubstantial simply because they constitute a small percentage of total ads run.


Finally, the CMAG data obviously does not address the question which the D.C. Circuit deemed to be the “most important” one to be considered by the Commission: “[T]o the extent election-related advocacy now occurs primarily within 120-days, would candidates and collaborators aiming to influence elections simply shift coordinated spending outside that period to avoid the challenged restrictions?” \(Shays, 414 F.3d at 102.\)

The existing 120-day content test has been under the cloud of court challenge virtually since the day of its promulgation, and throughout the 2004 campaign covered by the CMAG data. Under those circumstances, spenders may have chosen not to risk reliance on the current rule, and therefore the effect of the rule cannot be discerned only from 2004 campaign data. But if the Commission were to re-promulgate the same rule, it would be giving a green light to a future “coordinated communication free-for-all,” \(414 F.3d at 100,\) outside the 120 day period.

Nothing in the CMAG data provides reason to believe this will not happen. Nor has the Commission otherwise developed a record to so conclude. Indeed, in a period where the trend is towards longer, not shorter campaigns, and earlier campaign spending, particularly in highly contested campaigns,\(^23\) the logical likelihood is that candidates, parties and outside groups will


seize on a loophole that allows overt circumvention of the section 441a contribution limits and the section 441b source prohibitions, in order to engage in early campaign spending. There is nothing to prevent a wholesale shift in coordinated spending to the pre-120 day period, where so doing will freely allow candidates to take advantage of unlimited corporate or union treasury funds to pay for ads written and controlled by the candidates. Nothing the Commission has adduced in this record provides comfort to the contrary, or otherwise answers the “most important” question posed by the Court.

VII. Conclusion.

The task set by the Court is for the Commission to show that its current 120-day rule “rationally separates election-related advocacy from other activity falling outside FECA’s expenditure definition.” Shays, 414 F.3d. at 102. The court asked whether candidates do “in fact limit campaign-related advocacy to the four months surrounding elections,” id at 102, and the answer is clearly no. Both the CMAG data and the scores of actual ads we have submitted for the record demonstrate that candidates do run campaign ads outside the 120-day window.

The CMAG data fails to satisfy the standard set by the D.C. Circuit for justifying the Commission’s existing 120-day rule. Although it demonstrates that most television ads run by candidates are aired in temporal proximity to the election, it also demonstrates that, for example in the 2004 presidential race, thousands of ads with a value of millions of dollars, were run outside the 120-day window. Because these ads were all run by candidates themselves, there is no question but that these ads were for the purpose of influencing the election. Yet they all avoided express advocacy — or easily could have been altered to do so.

This data alone thus proves that the 120-day test does not “reasonably define[] the period before an election when non-express advocacy likely relates to purposes other than ‘influencing’ a federal election....” Shays, 414 F.3d at 101. The bare fact that an ad is aired more than 120 days before an election cannot be used as a sufficient proxy, in combination with no more than an express advocacy test, to show that there is “only a weak nexus to any electoral campaign.” Id. at 99.

While the ads run by candidates outside the window may not be “substantial” as a percentage of all ads run, they are substantial both in the number of ads and dollar amounts. This substantiality is heightened in importance by the fact that, because such ads fall outside the Commission’s legal definition of “coordination,” candidates could write the ads, direct their placement, and then have the ads funded entirely with soft money by corporations, labor unions and wealthy supporters. This substantiality is further heightened by the fact that such ads are often clustered in certain highly-competitive races.

When viewed in this perspective, the Commission’s reliance on the “functionally meaningless” express advocacy standard as the sole test outside the 120-day window “will

\[24\] Although in the case of the 2004 presidential general election data presented on Graphs P9 and P10, the data indicates that a very substantial percentage of the total number of ads are run outside the 120-day pre-general election window.
permit exactly what BCRA aims to prevent: evasion of campaign finance restrictions through unregulated collaboration." *Shays*, 414 F.3d at 102.

For this reason, we conclude that the Commission is required to promulgate an additional content standard to apply outside the 120-day time period — a standard that will capture non-express advocacy campaign ads that should be subject to the coordination rules.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit these supplemental comments.

Sincerely,

/s/ Fred Wertheimer  /s/ J. Gerald Hebert  /s/ Lawrence M. Noble
Fred Wertheimer   J. Gerald Hebert   Lawrence M. Noble
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